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Director, Healthcare Value Hub
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• Thank you for joining us today!

• All lines are muted until Q&A

• Webinar is being recorded

• Technical problems? Call Tad Lee at 202-776-5126
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�Welcome & Introduction 
§ Lynn Quincy,  Altarum’s Healthcare Value Hub

�Leveraging Rate Review to Drive System Affordability
§ Marie Ganim, Rhode Island Health Insurance Commissioner

�Applying Network Adequacy Standards in the Commercial Insurance 
Market
§ Mike Kreidler, Washington State Health Insurance Commissioner

�Q & A
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Agenda
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2018 President Julie McPeak (TN) 
has a yearlong initiative to see if 
regulators can better address the 
underlying cost of healthcare.



Rate Review is an annual opportunity to 
dispassionately examine the 
assumptions and cost factors that go 
into a premium rate. 



�In most states, regulators and sometimes other experts 
evaluate whether the proposed health plan rate increases 
(for fully insured products) are based on reasonable cost 
assumptions and solid evidence.

�A rate filing contains the information justifying, or 
purporting to justify, the rates the health insurer seeks to 
charge.
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What Is Rate Review? 
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How is a Rate different from a Premium?

Base Rate
(justification 

applies to this)
X

Rating Factors 
(if allowed in State):

Age

Geography

Tobacco

# of covered 
family members

=
Final 

Premium
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�In general, scrutiny of the filing can identify: 
§ errors, double counting;
§ inappropriate assumptions; or
§ improper contributions to reserves or surplus 

…all of which can lower rates for consumers. 

�A few states look “under the hood” during rate review, probing 
assumptions about medical trend and asking for evidence of cost 
containment and quality efforts.  
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How Can Rate Review Make Premiums 
More Affordable? 
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Rate Review Approaches Vary:

No Effective Rate 
Review

Rates cannot be 
excessive, inadequate, 

or unfairly 
discriminatory

Carriers must show 
evidence of cost 

containment and/or 
quality efforts

Regulators can review 
provider contracts

Oklahoma
Texas

Wyoming
Many States

Rhode Island 
Oregon

Vermont
California

Washington
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�Primer on rate review

�Grid of states with expanded 
authority (CA, MA, OR, RI, VT, WA)

�Glossary of terms

�Studies and more on our 
resources page: 
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Resources on Rate Review

www.healthcarevaluehub.org/Rate-Review



MARIE GANIM, Ph.D.
Health Insurance Commissioner

Rhode Island Office of the Health Insurance Commissioner
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LEVERAGING RATE REVIEW TO
DRIVE SYSTEM AFFORDABILITY

Presentation | March 16, 2018

Marie Ganim, PhD, Health Insurance Commissioner

State of Rhode Island



Reviewing Commercial Health Insurance Rates 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN REQUESTED AND 
APPROVED RATES, 2012-2017 § The RI commercial market comprises 

about 220,000 enrollees.

§ Since 2012, OHIC’s rate review has 
saved Rhode Island consumers $235.7 
million.

§ Decreasing discrepancy between 
requested and approved rates could 
indicate successful policy by driving 
down underlying medical trend and 
insurers making “tighter” filings.



Standards of Rate Review

Prior to 2005, RI evaluated whether proposed rates were “consistent 

with the public interest and the proper conduct of business”:

1. Solvency and actuarial soundness – are rates sufficient to ensure 

insurer solvency and based on sound actuarial principles?

2. Consumer protection – Would consumers receive adequate 

contractual benefit in exchange for the proposed premium?



Standards of Rate Review

The 2005 enabling legislation for the Office of the Health Insurance 
Commissioner (OHIC) added two new criteria:

3. Fair treatment of providers

4. Health insurer policies to improve affordability, quality and 
accessibility of medical care.

Health Insurance Advisory Council created for OHIC.



Rate Review to Drive Affordability

Must demonstrate efforts to improve affordability, quality, access: 

OHIC has prescribed many of these efforts through rate approval 
conditions, and later through regulation, including:

1. Insurers increase primary care investments (without increasing 
premiums); and a multi-payer medical home initiative.

2. Prohibited from granting hospitals annual contractual price 
increases that exceed a cap (today %∆CPI-U + 1%) and must tie 
half the rate increase to quality performance.



Example: Supporting Primary Care
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Rate Review to Drive System Affordability

In recent years, added system “affordability standards” to include:

1. Annual targets for % provider payments under alternative 
payment models (like TCOC);

2. Targets for % of lives attributed to TCOC contracts with downside 
risk; and,

3. Insurers prohibited from granting ACOs annual contractual budget 
increases that exceed a cap (today %∆CPI-U + 2.5%), after the 
application of risk adjustment. 



Key Lessons Learned

1. Regulators can play a significant role in promoting system 

affordability through their oversight of health insurers.

2. Legislative initiatives to bolster the powers/duties of regulators 

may be necessary.

3. Bold administrative interpretations of existing statutory 

authority.

4. Collaboration with insurers, providers, and consumers is 

essential.



THANK  YOU



MIKE KREIDLER
Health Insurance Commissioner

Washington State Office of the Insurance 
Commissioner
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• Use the chat box or to unmute, press *6

• Please do not put us on hold!
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Questions for our Speakers? 



§ Commissioners Marie Ganim & Mike Kreidler
§ Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

Contact Lynn Quincy at lynn.quincy@Altarum.org or any member of the Hub staff with your follow-up 
questions. 

Join us at our next webinar: 
The Office of the State Healthcare Advocate: A Resource Every State Needs?
Friday, April 20, 2 – 3 pm ET
Register at HealthcareValueHub.org/events
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Thank you!

mailto:lynn.quincy@Altarum.org
http://www.healthcarevaluehub.org/events/

